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Planning and writing a critical review



Planning and writing a critical review The following are general guidelines on writing a critical review of an article. Do note that it is a good idea to check with your lecturer about specific requirements in your subject area as these may vary. What is a critical review ? A critical review (sometimes called a critique, critical commentary, critical appraisal, critical analysis) is a detailed commentary on and critical evaluation of a text. You might carry out a critical review as a stand-alone exercise, or as part of your research and preparation for writing a literature review . The following guidelines are designed to help you critically evaluate a research article.
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    	Transcription of Planning and writing a critical review


        
    	1 Planning and writing a critical review The following are general guidelines on writing a critical review of an article. Do note that it is a good idea to check with your lecturer about specific requirements in your subject area as these may vary. What is a critical review ? A critical review (sometimes called a critique, critical commentary, critical appraisal, critical analysis) is a detailed commentary on and critical evaluation of a text. You might carry out a critical review as a stand-alone exercise, or as part of your research and preparation for writing a literature review . The following guidelines are designed to help you critically evaluate a research article.
2 What is meant by critical ? To be critical does not mean to criticise in an exclusively negative manner. To be critical of a text means you question the information and opinions in the text, in an attempt to evaluate or judge its worth overall. What is meant by evaluation? An evaluation is an assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of a text. This should relate to specific criteria, in the case of a research article. You have to understand the purpose of each section, and be aware of the type of information and evidence that are needed to make it convincing, before you can judge its overall value to the research article as a whole.
3 Each section of a research article has a particular job to do in the article. You need to be clear what each section is meant to do, before you can weigh up how effectively it actually does it. The sections of the research article This guide presents an outline of what each section of a research article should achieve, and suggests questions you can use to help you think critically about each section before you evaluate the article as a whole. You do not have to be an expert in the field to start to critically evaluate a research article. As you gain experience, you will become more critical , but it is still possible to question and evaluate a text in the early stages of your studies.
4 The abstract The abstract should provide a very concise overview or summary of the research what was done and why, the methods used, and the key results and recommendations. Is there an abstract? Does it provide a concise overview of the research? Does it identify the research problem? Does it outline the methods used, main findings and recommendations? The introduction and literature review The introduction may be part of the literature review itself. It should clearly state the aim of the research, and give a brief rationale for this. The literature review should provide a background to the study by examining and evaluating other research in the area.
5 It should synthesise this to help identify the need for the new research that is being presented. It should be organised clearly, and provide a balance of related and recent literature. Is the problem clearly identified? Is a rationale given for the research? Is the literature up to date? Is the literature relevant to the research? Does the literature present a balanced view? Does the literature identify a need for the research proposed? Are there any gaps in the topics of the literature reviewed? Methodology This section should present clearly and concisely the precise way in which the research was carried out, and why that method was chosen.
6 In other words, each aspect of the method sampling, analysing, interviewing must be explained so that someone else could carry out the same research, and they must also be justified. Why was one method used rather than another? Why were 7 people interviewed, not more or fewer? Evidence should be used to support the choice of methodology. When you are evaluating this section, it helps to think about looking for gaps what information has not been provided and explain why you think it would have been useful or important. Are the methods consistent with qualitative or quantitative research?
7 Is the approach clearly stated? Are the methods clearly explained and justified? Are important details provided, so that the research could be replicated by someone else? Are details of data collection clearly described and justified? Are any ethical considerations described and explained? Results/findings The results or findings of the study should be presented clearly and consistently, in line with the stated aim of the research. The results are not commented on or analysed at this stage, but should be fully presented, using visual methods if appropriate, such as graphs or tables.
8 There should not be any gaps in the results, and if there is any absence of relevant data, due to circumstances beyond the control of the researcher, the gap should be explained so that the reader is fully aware of the context. Are the results presented clearly and consistently? Are any graphs or tables clearly presented and coherent? Is sufficient detail provided? Are any gaps in the data-gathering accounted for? Analysis/discussion In this section, the researcher provides some interpretation of the findings. This should include an evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses of the findings, as well as of their general significance to further researchers and the general field.
9 This is also where the researcher should refer back to points made in the literature review , both about previous research, and the research results presented. Is the discussion and analysis balanced? Are the strengths and weaknesses of the study acknowledged? Does the discussion refer back to points raised in the lit review ? Conclusion The conclusion should sum up what was most useful and interesting about the research. The claims for the research should not be too grand , and should follow from what has already been discussed. The gaps or weaknesses in the research should also be summarised.
10 The implications of the study for further research/practice should also be outlined, but there should not be any new information in the conclusion. Are the conclusions supported by the results? Are the implications of the study identified? Recommendations Do the recommendations outline areas of possible future research? Do they recommend ways in which current research could be improved? Planning and writing the review Read through the entire article, getting a general idea of the research aims, methods and results. At this stage, you might have some general questions about the research article that you can think about: Is it clearly laid out?
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			A Brief History of Architecture in Britain

			cdn.southampton.ac.uk
			Architecture of London 1 | P a g e A Brief History of Architecture in Britain Classical Architecture 43AD - 450 AD (Roman Britain) Key Terms: Greece, Roman, Column, Orders, Frieze, Pediment, Temple Front. Illustrations taken from Rice, Matthew.
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			The GROW Model - University of Southampton

			cdn.southampton.ac.uk
			The GROW Model ‘Performance, learning and enjoyment are inextricably intertwined’ Sir John Whitmore The GROW model of coaching has been designed by Sir John Whitmore and is central to his best-selling book ‘Coaching for Performance’. This coaching model can be used to structure mentoring conversations.
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			A Concise Guide to Writing a Critical Book Review

			faculty.winthrop.edu
			A critical book review, as well as giving information about a book, expresses an opinion on the book. An essential element of a critical review is the expression of an evaluative judgement on the quality,

			   Guide, Critical, Review, Book, Writing, A critical, A critical review, Guide to writing a critical book review
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			The Critical Literature Review - Sociology

			sociology.fas.harvard.edu
			The Critical Literature Review Q: What is a literature review? Stated most simply, it is an overview of published and unpublished materials which help ... Particularly if you are writing a proposal, the way you justify the purpose and significance of your research project …
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			Guidelines for Writing a Critical Book Review

			d3pi8hptl0qhh4.cloudfront.net
			The critical evaluation section is the most important one of a book review. Your primary purpose in this section is to respond both positively and negatively to the book’s content

			   Guidelines, Critical, Review, Book, Writing, Guidelines for writing a critical book review
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			Writing a Critical Review - Washington State University

			sites.bsyse.wsu.edu
			Research and Teaching Methods Writing a Critical Review Writing a Critical Review Generally, the purpose to write a critical review is twofold: letting readers know (1) about the article and
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			Writing a Critical Review - Nazarene Theological College

			ntc.edu.au
			Writing a Critical Review A critical review is an academic appraisal of a text that offers both a summary and critical comment on the content. This makes it different to a literature review, which examines a body of

			   Critical, Review, Writing, Writing a critical review, Writing a critical review a critical review
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			Writing a Review of an Exhibition - UCLA
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			Writing a Review of an Exhibition Copied from A Short Guide to Writing About Art, 8th ed. ... Like other writing about art, a review should deepen the reader's understanding of art history, or enhance the reader's ... Robert Hughes in a review (in Nothing If Not Critical, page 207) of David Smith's sculpture says, "The National
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			Writing a Critical Review - Academics

			academics.umw.edu
			Writing a Critical Review The advice in this brochure is a general guide only. We strongly recommend that you also follow your assignment instructions and seek clarification from your lecturer/tutor if needed.
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			Writing a Critical Book Review - York College of Pennsylvania

			faculty.ycp.edu
			1 WRITING A CRITICAL ARTICLE REVIEW . A critical article review briefly describes the content of an article and, more importantly, provides an in-depth analysis and evaluation of its ideas and purpose.
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			An Example of the Critical Review of a Paper Submitted to ...

			oralhealth.ro
			report either a research study or a review of the lit-erature or a systematic review or a case report. Instructions to authors and all four check-lists can ... An Example of the Critical Review of a Paper Submitted to Oral Health And Dental Management In The Black Sea Countries Kenneth A. Eaton1 1 Ph.D., M.Sc., B.D.S., M.G.D.S. R.C.S. ...
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			the paper and the phrases used depend on the nature of the problem. Examples showing how closely this part is related to the literature review and previous research are given
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